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Latest Certification Eases TCR Integration of Company's Full Featured Solution

DULUTH, Ga., Apr 29, 2010 (BUSINESS WIRE) --NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) today announced the certification of its NCR Cash Recycler Pro
with software from Compuflex, a leading cash management software provider. This follows the integration and certification of NCR's other cash
management solution, NCR Cash Recycler, with Compuflex software, which is widely deployed in North American financial institution branches.

Through this certification, financial institutions that today use Compuflex can now operate the NCR Cash Recycler and Cash Recycler Pro in their
branches with the same look, feel and user interface as their current Compuflex solution.

The NCR Cash Recycler Pro solution has one of the highest levels of cash capacity and is the most flexible device available among teller cash
recyclers (TCRs) on the marketplace today. Designed to drive efficiencies for financial institutions' branch transactions, move lines faster, free up
teller-line time for better customer service, and promote cross-selling, the NCR Cash Recycler Pro is able to recycle from twelve rolled storage
modules. NCR Cash Recycler Pro is ideal for branches with high cash transaction volumes, foreign exchange applications or merchant banking. It also
provides the security and reliability needed for open branch designs, while saving time in cash processing.

"We are pleased that NCR's complete cash recycler portfolio has now been certified with Compuflex. This step provides increased options to financial
services institutions to select our 'best of breed' hardware and makes it faster and easier for them to improve their cash management process through
the advanced performance and reliability of NCR's recyclers," said Michael O'Laughlin, vice president and general manager, NCR Financial Services.

NCR is also an approved reseller of Compuflex's cash management solutions, which complements NCR's APTRATM Cash Connect offering. NCR
APTRA Cash Connect is a multivendor software application for connecting branch applications with teller automation units, such as TCRs.

"NCR has made significant investments in the performance and reliability of its cash management solution, and their certification on Compuflex
software is a significant step forward in helping banks and credit unions increase operational efficiencies and reduce costs through automating cash
management in the branch," said Mark Farrelly, director of marketing and sales, Compuflex. "NCR and Compuflex can help financial institutions that
are looking for innovative ways to improve their branch operations."

About NCR Corporation

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is a global technology company leading how the world connects, interacts and transacts with business. NCR's
assisted- and self-service solutions and comprehensive support services address the needs of retail, financial, travel, healthcare, hospitality,
entertainment, gaming and public sector organizations in more than 100 countries. NCR (www.ncr.com) is headquartered in Duluth, Georgia.

NCR is a trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States and other countries.
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